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Introduction

At  dawn  on  October  7th,  the  official  story  goes  that  Hamas  invaded  Israel  allegedly  killing
over 1,300 Jews, reportedly the deadliest day in Jewish history since the Holocaust. That
same day Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu issued a formal declaration of war, the
first time since 1973’s Yom Kippur War – exactly a half century ago.

With the 200 plus Israeli hostage situation holding Tel Aviv back, Israel currently has more
than 100,000 troops assembled at  the Israeli-Gaza southern border with miles of  tank
convoys lined up awaiting the greenlight for Israel’s imminent ground invasion into the Gaza
Strip.

Meanwhile, the Jewish State has mobilized 360,000 reservists for immediate deployment,
the  most  in  its  history,  ready  to  deliver  Netanyahu’s  vowed  revenge  of  yet  more
unrestrained,  unprecedented  genocide  against  the  Palestinian  population  as  his  “final
solution,” obliterating the original ancient inhabitants from their stolen, chipped away and
annexed  Palestine  as  the  Zionists’  primary  targeted  victim of  their  always  expanding
Greater Israel Project.

As  always,  this  wholesale  carnage  permits  the  real  culprits  behind  all  this  suffering  and
bloodshed to never be held to account. As the leader of the most militant conservative
government in Israel’s 75-year bloody history,  Netanyahu has terrorized and victimized
Palestinians longer than any other Israeli leader. 

He has been allowed to perpetrate his increasingly brutal apartheid, ethnic cleansing policy
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with total impunity from a complicit, largely approving world. Meanwhile, in recent years
Netanyahu has aggressively expanded Israeli West Bank settlements at further expense to
Palestinians.

A number of former IDF soldiers that provided active duty security along the Gaza border
have  gone  public  asserting  that  all  kinds  of  border  sensors  automatically  go  off  alerting
detection  of  even  a  domestic  cat  walking  near  the  border  wall.

Currently,  Israel  possesses  the  most  sophisticated  robotic  weaponry  and  advanced
surveillance technologies installed to myopically monitor every inch of its border, and, if a
breach occurs, within a minute dozens of armed soldiers in vehicles quickly converge.

So,  it’s  totally  absurd  to  buy  into  the  lie  that  the  Mossad’s  most  masterfully  skilled
intelligence  network  on  the  planet  would  be  completely  caught  off  guard  by  a  Hamas
“surprise attack.” Yet the world is supposed to swallow this blatant deception that at dawn

on Saturday October 7th Israel was totally unprepared for the Hamas offensive.

In December 2021, the Israeli government had just spent nearly a billion dollars over a span
of more than three years to construct a solid impenetrable defense wall of cement and
multiple  chain linked 30-foot  structures.  Israel’s  border  obstruction is  one of  the most
heavily fortified borders on earth, equipped with the most advanced technologies that Israel
is now famous for.

Israel backed by Western puppet nations and lamestream media would have the world
blindly accepting the concocted Israeli excuse that its crack intel services experienced a

complete meltdown on the morning of October 7th, accidentally permitting Hamas militants
to cut through multiple points of entry barriers along the Gaza-Israel border, causing the
Israeli  Defense  Force  (IDF)  delay  of  seven  hours  before  finally  showing  up  to  first  make
contact  with  the  invasion  force.

This  bogus  pretense  that  Israel  conspicuously  left  its  border  totally  unguarded  and
unattended for so many hours after such a serious security breach is impossible, unless of
course  it  was  done  on  purpose.  This  exact  same  conclusion  has  increasingly  been
corroborated by multiple intel sources as well as former IDF soldiers.

44-year old Yasmin Porat, who survived the October 7th Hamas invasion while at Kibbutz
Be’eri  near  the  Gaza  border,  stated  she  witnessed  a  fierce  gun  battle  between  IDF  and
Hamas militants,  claiming that Israeli  forces firing indiscriminately “undoubtedly” shot and
killed  fellow  Israeli  civilians  and  that  prior  to  the  fighting,  her  Hamas  captors  treated  her
humanely. Recounting her story on state media, she stated:

They [IDF] eliminated everyone, including the hostages. There was very, very heavy
crossfire.

This  eyewitness  account  suggests  that  either  the  Israeli  soldiers  were  recklessly
intentionally or unintentionally incompetent, either in the performance of their combat duty
or perhaps were ordered by their command mission to indiscriminately rack up a high body
count of Israeli victims.

Either way, it raises serious questions needing further investigation, which we know will not
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be forthcoming. Due to the shocking implication that Israeli soldiers may have been ordered
by the Netanyahu chain of command to kill their own fellow Israeli citizens, this potential
possibility will be buried. But in this era of democide becoming commonplace, it would not
come as a surprise.

Another  Israeli  eyewitness source quoted on a CrossTalk  News  broadcast  by journalist
Lauren Witzke asserted that an Israeli village survivor emphatically stated:

Netanyahu intentionally let Hamas kill Israelis. Both the IDF and the Israeli Air Force
both stood-down for 7 hours.

Also Jewish Pro-Life founder Cecily Routman citing government sources asserted that:

The IDF was given stand down orders – both the army and the Air Force – seven hours
to stand down while those attacks took place.

Under Netanyahu’s alleged stand down order, the IDF remained conspicuously absent for
many critical hours, and it appears that Israel knowingly allowed “wire cutting terrorists”
(reminiscent  of  the  9/11  terrorist  boxcutters  hijacking  four  commercial  jetliners)  in
bulldozers  to  cross  through  all  the  world’s  most  heavily  fortified  border  barriers  in  14
different  places  to  launch  a  massive  invasion  inside  Israel.

An Israeli  born prominent  New York  rabbi,  after  conferring with  his  Israeli  inside intel

sources,  also  concluded  that  the  October  7th  invasion  had  to  be  “an  inside  job.”  It’s
absolutely absurd to believe that such formidable Israeli intelligence and highly adept IDF
military forces would be totally oblivious to a “surprise attack” for seven long hours.

Israeli editor-journalist David Sidman further citing intel sources also reported this week:

The invasion was recorded at 7:15 AM, but the government instituted a media blackout
preventing the press from warning the public for an hour and a half. Think of how many
people could have prepared for the invasion if the press was allowed to warn them in
real time. (Twitter)

אתם פשוט חייבים לצפות בזה ואחר כך לשתף.
pic.twitter.com/ZSMurZ6AVT ?מה קורה פה

— Daniel Ginat (@DanielGinat) October 14, 2023

Simply  put,  too  many credible  sources  are  piling  up  this  week  all  drawing  the  same
conclusion,  from  both  eyewitnesses  and  inside  intell igence,  exposing  the
Netanyahu/IDF/Israel/US/West  preposterous  fabrication  that  the  “Hamas  invasion”  was
precipitated purely by accident and/or gross incompetence by Israel.

IDF Suspiciously Redeployed

Yet another convenient  yet  highly incriminating anomaly,  just  like the 9/11 inside job,
shortly before the Hamas breach of Israel’s border,  a two-thirds majority of  the Israeli
Defense  Force  normally  assigned  to  guard  the  Gaza-Israel  border  was  suspiciously
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redeployed to the West Bank.

Sounds way too eerily familiar to 9/11 to dismiss. On the morning of the 9/11 attacks, also
not by accident co-engineered by Israel, NORAD Commander-in-Chief US Air Force General
Ralph  Eberhard  scheduled  several  US  military  drill  air  exercises  tying  up  all  fighter  jets
unable  on  9/11  to  patrol  and  defend  America’s  East  Coast.

General  Eberhard later was caught lying to the 9/11 Commission.  Likewise,  during the
August Maui DEW microwave attack, conveniently all the key Maui emergency officials were
sent off-island at the time attending some bogus training exercise. This extremely common
tactic is an all too frequent dead giveaway in numerous false flag attacks.

The  long  notorious  Khazarian  mafia  boss  Netanyahu  is  being  accused  of  treason,
intentionally allowing the Hamas attack to occur, then claim victimhood in order to instantly
gain “upper moral ground” to garner worldwide sympathy and support, especially from an
easily swayed Western world, providing the convenient cover up excuse for Netanyahu’s
desperate, doomed-to-fail leadership to unleash an unprecedented inhumane brutal assault
against Palestinians.

This  warmongering  despot  was  on  the  brink  of  being  forced  out  of  office,  embroiled  in
corruption charges, battling to weaken the power of Israel’s Supreme Court and increasingly
finding himself unpopular amongst Israeli citizens.

Who Benefits from Netanyahu’s Planned Genocide?

Asking  cui  bono  [who  benefits]?  Netanyahu,  his  autocratic  regime,  the  US  and  US/Israel’s
masters – the Rothschild City of London/World Economic Forum elites, they are the only
entities in this world that have everything to gain in power from pulling off yet another 9/11
inside job with more war against Moslem “terrorists.”

A number of both Israeli citizens and top Israeli newspapers are calling Netanyahu out for

his failed leadership. An October 12th Jerusalem Post states:

Four  out  of  five  Jewish  Israelis  believe  the  government  and  Prime  Minister  Benjamin
Netanyahu are to blame for the mass infiltration of Hamas terrorists into Israel and the
massacre that followed, a new Dialog Center poll released on Thursday found.

An October 8th, a Haaretz editorial headline alleges “Netanyahu Bears Responsibility for This
Israel-Gaza War,” squarely blaming him for all his reckless, extreme malfeasance that set
the stage for this disaster.

Per the recent released documentary “The Mystery of Israel – Solved,” another incriminating
piece  and  perhaps  the  smoking  gun  is  a  secret  letter  the  Israeli  parliament  sent  to
Netanyahu  not  long  before  the  so-called  Hamas  terrorist  invasion,  “demanding  an
immediate invasion into Gaza and a complete seizing of control of that whole area.”

Thus, the coordinated false flag Hamas attack on Israel serves as the perfect pretense of an
excuse for Israel to demolish Gaza and the Palestinian people, nearly half of which are
innocent children.

Another clue is Netanyahu’s speech at the UN General Assembly less than two weeks ahead
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of the Israel’s “counterattack” on Gaza, Bibi pulled out a map titled “The New Middle East”
that shows no Gaza or West Bank on the map, only Israel.

The fact  that  Palestinians  have been literally  “wiped off the map” in  Bibi’s  world  is  hardly
coincidence. Israel’s Defense Minister Yoav Gallant vowed at a press conference:

We will wipe them off the face of the Earth

Though “them” is  supposed  to  be  Hamas,  what  he  and  his  boss  Bibi  really  mean is
Palestinian people will be wiped off the face of the Earth. Within days, Bibi showed it and the
ungallant Gallant said it.

Netanyahu and Hamas

For a deeper perspective, let’s examine the relationship between Netanyahu and Hamas.
Way back 14-years ago, highly astute Congressman Ron Paul dropped a truth-bomb on the
House  floor  exposing  the  triangular,  under-the-table  partnership-in-crime  between  the  US,
Israel and Hamas:

If you look at the history, you’ll find out that Hamas was encouraged and really started
by Israel because they wanted Hamas to counteract Yasser Arafat… We first, indirectly
and directly through Israel, helped establish Hamas.

Corroborating Ron Paul, more incriminating information surfaced in a Monday October 8th

Times of Israel article:

For years, the various governments led by Benjamin Netanyahu took an approach that
divided power between the Gaza Strip and the West Bank… Thus, amid this bid to
impair Abbas… from advancing toward the establishment of a Palestinian state, Hamas
was upgraded from a mere terror group to an organization with which Israel  held
indirect negotiations via Egypt, and one that was allowed to receive infusions of cash
from abroad.

All along, Netanyahu pitted one Palestinian faction against the other per the “divide and
rule” doctrine, while tolerating, covertly funding and giving complicit support to Hamas in
order to thwart  first  PLO leader Yasser Arafat  and later  his  Palestinian Authority successor
President Mahmoud Abbas to prevent Palestinians from the West Bank and Gaza unifying as
one force to establish their long-awaited statehood.

Netanyahu instead imposed rigid apartheid’s open air prison under inhuman Israeli criminal
control.

The documentary “The Mystery of Israel – Solved ” uncovers how the Illuminati controlled
world  of  high finance as an international  crime syndicate was briefly exposed a few years
ago when in an explosive interview Belgian banker Ronald Bernard reveals its dark secrets.

After he was forced to witness child blood sacrifice rituals amongst the global elite, Bernard
turned tearful whistleblower.

The former high roller explained how the most powerful and wealthy bloodlines own the
world through controlling not only the geopolitics of all the major national governments and
corporations, but also global organized crime that includes all the terrorist organizations as
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well as sexual blackmail of selected “inner club” power players through pedophilia.

An  example  of  this  are  the  Jeffrey  Epstein–Guislaine  Maxwell  Israeli-US  entrapment
operations  (fully  covered  in  depth  in  my  Pedophilia  &  Empire  5-book  series).

Perhaps the most overt evidence that Khazarian mafia boss Bibi runs Hamas exposed itself
four years ago in a March 2019 meeting with his Likud Party Knesset members. An October
10 Haaretz article exposes the damning evidence in a Netanyahu quote:

Anyone who wants to thwart the establishment of a Palestinian state has to support
bolstering Hamas and transferring money to Hamas. This is part of our strategy – to
isolate the Palestinians in Gaza from the Palestinians in the West Bank.

Netanyahu and U.S. Can’t Have it Both Ways

Israel has been funding Hamas through Qatar since its 1987 inception as Netanyahu’s long
and intimate history working with this terrorist organization as a secret “divide and rule”
proxy war ally is thoroughly documented and proven.

But as of October 7th, now the world’s supposed to believe Hamas is suddenly Bibi’s enemy,
giving him the biggest  “gift”  of  “surprise” of  his  entire  life  –  extending his  nine lives
politically yet one more time.

Bibi wants it both ways but he can’t be both the chief Hamas financier, covert ally and cash
in all his marbles playing victim without being exposed as the bloodthirsty traitor of both his
people and nation.

And neither can the United States. Many observers both inside and out of the Jewish State
recognize this false flag as “Israel’s 9/11 inside job” and the Deep State cabal will  not get
away with it.

The elites are shocked that the world is not rallying around the phony “stand up for Israel”
cause, just as the Ukraine victim card’s run out of time and the fake pandemic/kill shot one
two holocaust punch ran out of legs as well. The fact is, the global masses are beginning to
finally realize that the bloodline murderers are behind every malady plaguing this earth and
have been for millennia.

Two days after the “surprise,” on Tuesday October 9th Times of Israel published an article
implicating the Hamas attack to be Netanyahu’s FDR moment with plenty of forewarning as
“Israel’s Pearl Harbor”:

An Egyptian intelligence official said that Jerusalem had ignored repeated warnings that
the  Gaza-based  terror  group  was  planning  ‘something  big’  —  which  included  an
apparent direct notice from Cairo’s intelligence minister to the prime minister.

Of course Israel vehemently rejects this incriminating Egyptian claim, warning Netanyahu of
an imminent Hamas invasion. Again, just like President Franklin Delano Roosevelt was aware

of the 1941 Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor days and even weeks before his December 7th

“Day of Infamy,” he permitted it to happen as America’s grand excuse to enter humanity’s
deadliest war in history by treasonously failing to protect the more than 3,400 American
lives that day as FDR’s infamous war crime.
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Similarly, Netanyahu, his military intelligence and ranking IDF generals just let the Hamas
attack on Israel happen. Cui bono? Netanyahu, his IDF and the Khazarian puppet masters
controlling them are the only ones to gain at the treasonous, costly and bloody expense of
this false flag war crime against both the Israeli and Palestinian people.

One US Congressman boldly contradicted Israel’s “surprise attack” lie.  According to an

October 12th New York Post: 

The US has confirmed that Egypt warned Tel Aviv of a possible attack, according to the
chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee – who says he is ‘not quite sure’ how
Israel and the US ‘missed it.’

GOP Rep. Michael McCaul told CNN two days after Egypt said Israel was warned of the
imminent attack:

We  know  the  Egyptian  intelligence  service  handed  this  off  days  before  the  terrorist
invasion.

Though we should be grateful that Rep. McCaul had the nerve to tell the truth to the world,
he’s playing naïve when he claims uncertainty over why both Israel and the US “missed it.”

Obviously, it was calculatingly set up by Bibi and his elite masters that control both US and
Israel’s puppet governments. So, Israel’s been caught in a boldface lie as the entire carnage
of  thousands  of  his  own  Jewish  people  were  deliberately  set  up  by  order-following
bloodthirsty tyrant Netanyahu.

Blame must also be levied against the US for going along with this entire diabolical charade.
Washington’s near 17 years of sanctions against the Palestinian Authority (PA), chronically
ignoring the Palestinian plight  of  a  two-state solution,  all  the while  financing $38 billion in
military aid from 2019 to 2028 demonstrates more than enough criminal  complicity to
prosecute.

Only Ukraine gets more US aid now from the DC cash cow, having received twice as much at
over $75 billion in just the last 19 months alone. And only because the USA, Inc. boosts this

diminutive nation the size of the 5th smallest US state New Jersey, can Israel boast its status
as a top 20 GDP per capita economy while disgracefully possessing the world’s largest open-
air prison and to this day continue getting away with it, holding 2.2 million Palestinians
captive.

Why does US support Zionist terrorism and fight long costly wars on Israel’s behalf? Because
as US traitors, infiltrated dual Israeli citizen neocons in Washington and Council on Foreign
Relations are loyal to Israel and Israel alone.

While  Israel’s  horrific,  unchecked  crimes  against  Palestinians  are  always  minimized  and
ignored for nearly eight decades now, it’s by malevolent design that Israel’s relentless
ethnic purge of Palestinians covertly co-opts and supports militant elements like Hamas
(and ISIS and al Qaeda prior) to foment terrorist attacks in order to constantly reinforce to
the world that Jews are perennial victims surrounded by hostile Muslim terrorists determined
to destroy their sacred Jewish State.

This vicious cycle of deception has been regularly used to justify Israeli apartheid genocidal
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policy with impunity in the name of Jews’ right to defend themselves against their sworn
Islamic enemy.

Meanwhile,  this  rogue terrorist  Israeli  state  has  been granted carte  blanche power  to
commit ongoing genocide against Palestinians and answer to no one.

Add the 1967 USS Liberty attack killing 34 American sailors and 9/11 killing 3,000 more
Americans that again Israel and their duel-citizen neocons got away with, not unlike the US
Nord Stream pipeline attack against “ally” Germany last year.

Under globalists’ New World Order, lawlessness and brute force rule this planet like never
before. With total disdain for the US in 2001, Khazarian mob boss Bibi taunted:

America is a thing you can move very easily, move it in the right direction. 

Then there’s that infamous, secret recording back in 1990 in Jerusalem’s Fink Bar where Bibi
boasted:

If we get caught they will just replace us with persons of the same cloth. So it doesn’t
matter what you do, America is a Golden Calf and we will suck it dry, chop it up, and sell
it off piece by piece until there is nothing left but the World’s biggest welfare state that
we will create and control.

An Hawkeye spy plane launches from the flight deck of the world’s largest aircraft carrier USS Gerald R.
Ford (Photo: US Navy)

Billions of misdirected US taxpayer dollars ($38 billion mentioned, plus now the in the latest
Israeli-Ukraine package deal)  as the Jewish State’s official  cash cow, compliments of  Israel
bribed DC pro-Zionist war hawk traitors, have been used to kill Palestinians.
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Right now, the world’s largest aircraft carrier, the USS Gerald R. Ford, has been joined by yet
another aircraft carrier group the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower, with more committed US ships
and troops on the way, posing offshore “show of Force.” 2,000 Navy sailors and Marines are
ready “to deter” Hezbollah and Iran from launching offensives against Israel.

US fighter jets and munitions are arriving daily as US Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin vowed
to protect poor little picked on, “defenseless” Israel that wields its infamous “Sampson
Option,” reserving its right to nuke even friendliest allies like the US.

With the US Defense Department issuing “ready for deployment” orders for more US troops
being sent, the US is poised ready to begin fighting another war in the Middle East for the

Greater  Israel  Project.  A Tuesday October 17th  Der Spiegel  article explained the Israeli
ground  offensive  will  likely  be  launched  soon  after  Braindead  Biden  finishes  meeting  with
Bibi this last Wednesday.

From 2008 up to the day prior to the October 7th Hamas incursion in Israel, about 6,400
Palestinians have been killed compared to 300 Israelis. But in the last two weeks alone,
Israel has murdered almost as many, now closing in on 5,000 more Palestinians dead, than
in the prior 15 years combined.

The  entire  world  population  is  watching,  despite  no  government  lifting  a  finger  to  save
thousands of innocent kids and their families, other than the Islamic world readily moving to
step up and take decisive action to stop it, and they will. But at what cost? World War III
Armageddon as Illuminati Mason Albert Pike predicted in 1871? At this grave hour, it looks
that way.

A typical  example of  how the Illuminati  Rothschild  owned Jewish State operates is  its

evacuation order to Gazans issued on Thursday October 12th. The over a million Palestinians
living in the northern half of the Gaza Strip were abruptly ordered by the Netanyahu regime
to within 24-hours begin heading south “for safety” in the face of Israel’s planned ground
invasion.

On the morning of Saturday October 14th, UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres stated on
Twitter/X:

Moving more than 1 million people across a densely populated warzone to a place with
no food, water, or accommodation when the entire territory is under siege, is extremely
dangerous and, in some cases, simply not possible.

Moving more than one million people across a densely populated warzone to a
place with no food, water, or accommodation, when the entire territory of Gaza
is  under  siege,  is  extremely  dangerous  –  and  in  some cases,  simply  not
possible.

— António Guterres (@antonioguterres) October 13, 2023

Obviously, it’s impossible in northern Gaza to expect thousands of injured and ill hospital
patients along with their attending medical staff to relocate. And as Guterres alluded to, it’s
both unsafe and unrealistic while Israel is depriving Gaza of food, electricity and water under
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its illegally imposed blockade to suddenly head south. On top of all this, on Friday the 13th,
the UN humanitarian body, OCHA ended up reporting:

Vehicles  of  those evacuating the north were hit,  killing more than 40 people and
injuring 150 others.

After Israel declared Salah al-Din Road to be “a safe route” just south of Gaza City, at about
5:30PM local time last Friday, according to the Guardian, the convoy was targeted reporting
that  70  victims  died,  many  of  them children.  In  response  to  the  UN  head  Guterres’
disapproval of Israel’s evacuation order, Israeli UN Ambassador Gilad Erdan said:

[The UN should be] praising Israel for these precautionary actions.

As if killing 70 innocent civilian family victims on the road following Israel’s evacuation order

isn’t bad enough, on Tuesday October 17th in Gaza City the Al-Ahli Baptist Hospital was also
bombed killing at least 500 people.

Netanyahu aide Hananya Naftali openly admitted on social media that Israel bombed the
hospital prior to deleting it two minutes later to blame Hamas, and ever since has been
backtracking his truthful “blunder” of a bombshell.

But reality is out there for all the world to see, regardless of IDF spokesman Rear Admiral
Daniel Hagari’s attempt to blame Hamas for a “misfired rocket” from the hospital parking lot
that exploded highly flammable propellant. This is the same IDF propagandist who within a
couple days after the “surprise” weekend attack let it slip, admitting:

There were certain signs the night before.

What’s getting zero coverage these days in the CIA-controlled Mockingbird Western press is

that Israel just three days prior on October 14th undisputedly launched an airstrike on the
same hospital.

On October 15th, the AFEDJ (American Friends of the Episcopal Diocese of Jerusalem), a non-
political, non-sectarian 501(c)(3) organization reported that “Ahli Arab Hospital’s Diagnostic
Cancer Treatment Center in Gaza City was struck by rocket fire,” injuring four hospital staff
and significant destruction. 

Aljazeera reported on October 18th that right after the earlier October 14th attack on the
Christian hospital in Gaza City, senior Gaza health official Undersecretary of the Ministry of
Health Yousef Abu al–Rish is quoted:

We warned you yesterday with two shells.

Aljazeera  clearly  states  that  after  Israel  fired  two  artillery  shells  as  a  “warning,”  it
threatened more attacks if the hospital staff and patients refused to comply with its unlawful
evacuation order.

For reporting these facts as verified proof that Israel is criminally responsible for this horrific
tragedy injuring and killing hundreds of innocent victims at the hospital, Israel is set to ban
Al Jazeera operations in Gaza over its war coverage because puppets Netanyahu and Biden
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and their Rothschild City of London handlers cannot tolerate their diabolical truth be told to
the world.

After  all,  they both have a false flag agenda to comply with their  bloodline masters’  strict
orders to ignite Armageddon.

A Wednesday October 18th Daily Mail article inadvertently confirmed that the US possessed

foreknowledge of the October 7th Hamas attack with the following statement:

Within  hours  of  the  horrific  onslaught  on  Israel  by  Hamas  on  Oct.  7  the  U.S.  began
moving  warships,  jets  and  special  forces  to  the  region.

Astute journalist Asad Ismi writing for Global Research on October 19th asserts:

Known  to  military  analysts,  such  a  deployment  requires  considerable  advanced
preparation  and  cannot  be  improvised   ‘within  hours.’  This  fits  in  with  the  scenario
that  the  Hamas  attack  initiated  on  October  7,  2023  was  a  ‘false  flag’  operation  on
behalf  of  Israel’s  military  and  intelligence  apparatus  (which  also  coordinates  such
actions with the U.S.)…

So the very quick, dangerous and aggressive massive deployment of U.S. forces to the
Israel  area  is  presented  in  the  Daily  Mail  article  as  a  defensive  measure  aimed
at deterring Iran. Even for the obedient pro-imperialist Western mainstream media, this
is an incredible stretch.

However, if one reads the body of the article carefully it becomes clear that it is the U.S.
that is starting World War III not Iran.  The content of the article contradicts the title
which  happens  sometimes  in  the  mainstream press  given  its  well-known editorial
restrictions on telling the truth.

Thus, it’s more than apparent that the Rothschild City of London powers of this world are
today laying the groundwork for the Masonic Illuminati plotted endgame WWIII, pitting Islam
vs. Judaism/East vs. West big bang conflagration.

This  death  cult’s  inhumane  escalation  of  war  events  as  an  example  of  willfully  inflicting
massive  casualties  on  the  most  defenceless,  infirm  hospital  victims  is  unconscionable.

The world is witnessing concrete evidence of the rapid acceleration of grotesque inhumanity
being  committed  in  real  time  by  the  unified  as  one  Netanyahu/Biden  regime  on  full
genocidal  display  before  the  world.

Do you think our world leaders care about us humans? Not in the least. Their systematic
slaughter is expanding every day leading to their “imminent” ground invasion, with another
Palestinian  child  being  cold-bloodedly  murdered  every  fifteen  minutes  by  countless  Israeli
airstrikes over the last couple weeks alone.

Another  appalling  red  flag  atrocity  discovered  is  Israel’s  apparent  use  of  the  banned
chemical weapon white phosphorus, per Human Rights Watch allegations reported by the

Washington Post on October 17th.

Meanwhile, the governments of Iran, Syria, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Palestine,
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Egypt, Jordan, Turkey and Qatar have all blamed the Israeli Air Force for this deadly hospital
explosion. Muslim protests are spreading worldwide.

Outside the Western puppets and their globalist handlers, CIA controlled Western press and
blindly ignorant MSM followers, the world has seen enough of Israel’s incessant lies, ungodly
brutality  and is  fast  rising up in Palestinian solidarity around the globe to oppose the
Khazarian madman Bibi, his “loyal” US friends and the evil forces in control behind them.

A week ago Iran warned via a message to the UN that should the Israeli embargo on Gaza
continue with its imminent ground invasion into Gaza, Iran will intervene. Iran then posted
on Twitter/X that should Israel’s “war crimes and genocide” not stop, the situation could
spiral out of control bringing “far-reaching consequences.”

More  than  a  million  Palestinian  residents  have  been  forced  to  flee  their  homes,  due  to  so
much of  their  high-density  buildings bombed out,  and their  demolished,  ever-shrinking
ancient homeland now in near  total rubble, totalling 30% of Gazans’ destroyed or damaged
residences.

Palestinians attempting to escape the danger, complying with Israel’s evacuation order as
part of its “humanitarian” refugee convoy, were targeted with Israeli airstrikes that injured

and murdered nearly 200 while in transit on October 13th.

Israel coldly set up their victims as sitting ducks, targeted for extermination. Then during

the overnight hours of early Tuesday October 17th, Israel warplanes struck multiple locations
in south Gaza, precisely where Palestinian refugees were ordered to go, killing 80 more
Gazans.

Again, Israeli coldblooded murderers are going out of their way to deliberately kill as many
helpless  war  refugees  as  possible,  literally  being  directed  straight  into  Israel’s
slaughterhouse  line  of  fire.

Why would it order civilians living in the north to head south ostensibly for safety, then
specifically target them as they reach southern Gaza, if not for bloodthirsty elimination?

As of Thursday October 19th, the Palestinian death toll climbed to 3,785 per the Wall Street

Journal  with  over  12,500 injured.  Just  two days later  as  of  Saturday October  21st,  the
mounting slaughter of the Palestinian people has surpassed 4,500. Yet the world feebly sits
watching this real-life genocidal horror.

This diabolical evil  to wilfully wreak so much carnage on innocent women and children
aimed to ethnically purge all Palestinians “off the map” is simply how the Israeli government
has operationalized its genocidal policy today, with absolutely no accountability or remorse
from Bibi or his allied friends the US and Europe.

Outside Islamic bloc of nations, the entire world never reacts in any way to stop this horror,
but habitually looks the other way as genocide accomplices,  impotently allowing these
egregious atrocities to only continue on indefinitely, decade after decade.

Because the Israeli perpetrators are never brought to justice for their ungodly sins, the
killing’s now been allowed to reach exponential proportions. The current genocide against
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the entire human race only signifies that rogue states like Israel and oil-rich Azerbaijan can
brazenly declare open season on the Palestinians and Artsakh Armenians, both unprotected
minority populations denied their right to self-determination or for that matter to even exist.

Overwhelming evidence this week continues to emerge exposing the fact that this so-called
Hamas invasion was a coordinated pre-planned attack on Israel, conceived, devised and
controlled by Netanyahu and ultimately his masters – the City of London/WEF crowd.

Khazarian  mafia  chieftain  Netanyahu  was  privy  in  advance,  as  the  operation  unfolded,
choreographed at  the highest  levels  of  power,  like  carefully  plotted clockwork.  All  the
globalist players have been together working overtime to set this stage for their larger
World War III, if not ignited in Ukraine than definitely now in the Middle East.

*
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